Run faster… Jump higher…
Shake your tail feathers!
Test your sporting skills
against a chicken!
Notes for teachers/ parents:
Chickens may not seem the most athletic of animals when
you watch them pottering about the garden. However, as
prey animals, they have adapted in order to evade predators.
Chickens are part of the bird family that includes turkeys and
pheasants, which spend lots of their time on the ground. This
means they are much better at running than they are flying.
In fact chickens can run at around 9mph (14.5kmph) giving
some predators a run for their money!

Your task:
Today we have some chicken-themed PE activities for
you to take part in. Cut up the activity cards provided
on the following pages. Place the activity cards face
down and pick them up one by one. Complete each
action, and don’t forget to include your best chicken
noises!
You will need:
•

BHWT Chicken Run Activity Cards

•

Scissors

•

A selection of balls

•

A bucket

Whilst they aren’t know for their flying, chickens can still
clear fences and leap into trees with relative ease. This can
help them escape faster ground predators... But you won’t
ever see a chicken soaring across the sky! They don’t
remain airborne for very long at all!

IMPORTANT: Whenever you are taking part in
sporting activities, it is incredibly important to
warm up and cool down. This can reduce
muscle soreness and lessen your risk of injury.

As well as speed, hens have keen eyesight which helps them
spot predators before they get too close.

Taking this further:
Come up with your own dance for the Birdie Song
and make a film of your routine.

After a warm up, place the activity
cards face down and pick them up one
by one. Complete each action, and
don’t forget to include your best
chicken noises!

Activity Cards Page 1

Run like a rooster

How far you can run in one
minute?

Flap your wings

How long can you flap for?

Did you know?
A chicken can run at up to
9mph (14.5kmph)! Not bad
chickens!

Did you know?
The longest recorded flight of a
chicken is just 13 seconds!

Stand on one leg

How long can you stand on
one leg?
Remember to have a go on both
legs! Is there a difference
between left and right?

After a warm up, place the activity
cards face down and pick them up one
by one. Complete each action, and
don’t forget to include your best
chicken noises!

Activity Cards Page 2

Hatch like a chick

Crouch down and ‘pop’ out
of an imaginary egg!
Did you know?
It takes between 5-7 hours for
a chick to hatch!

Look over your
right shoulder

Look over your
left shoulder

Stand up straight and do
this 20 times.

Stand up straight and do
this 20 times.

Remember to do this slowly, so
that you don’t pull a muscle!

Remember to do this slowly, so
that you don’t pull a muscle!

After a warm up, place the activity
cards face down and pick them up one
by one. Complete each action, and
don’t forget to include your best
chicken noises!

Activity Cards Page 3

Scratch the ground

Using alternate legs, scratch
the ground like a chicken.

Stretch tall like a
cockerel

Jump

How many star jumps can
you do in one minute?

Did you know?

Stand up straight, on your
tip toes and arms in the air.

Chickens have scales on their
legs like reptiles!

Remember to do this slowly, so
that you don’t pull a muscle!

Did you know?
Chickens can easily jump a
10ft fence!

After a warm up, place the activity
cards face down and pick them up one
by one. Complete each action, and
don’t forget to include your best
chicken noises!

Activity Cards Page 4

Move your egg!

Strike a yoga pose

Put a football (egg) between
your legs, how far can you
walk without dropping it?

Stand on one leg and
stretch out your arms in
front of you.

Did you know?

Remember to have a go on
both legs! Is there a difference
between left and right?

A mother hen moves her egg 30
times a day!

Cock-a-doodle-doo!

Make your best cockerel
noise!
Remember to flap your wings
as well to make to make it
really convincing!

After a warm up, place the activity
cards face down and pick them up one
by one. Complete each action, and
don’t forget to include your best
chicken noises!

Activity Cards Page 5

Lift your shoulders

Step ups

How many balls (eggs) can
you catch safely in a
bucket (nest)?

Lift and then drop your
shoulders 20 times.
Did you know?
Chickens have tiny hands with
three fingers! They are hidden
under their flight feathers.

Catch the egg

Did you know?

Facing forward, walk up
and down a step 20 times.

Hens can lay over 300 eggs in
just one year!

